In this paper we propose a different approach for interacting and analyzing agent-based models. The approach relies on creating empathy and understanding between physical agents in the physical world (people) and artificial agents in the simulated world (simulated agents). We propose a simulated empathy framework (SEF) in which artificial agents communicate directly with physical agents through verbal channels and social media. We argue that artificial agents should focus on the communication aspects between these two worlds, the ability to tell their story in a compelling way, and to read between the lines of physical agents speech. We present an implementation of the SEF and discuss challenges associated with implementing the framework in an artificial society.
INTRODUCTION
Agent based Models (ABM) are difficult to follow and understand during execution. This is partly due to the fact that they are constructed bottom-up so that aggregate behavior can emerge from behaviors and interactions of individual agents within a shared environments (Epstein and Axtell 1996; Axelrod 1997; Epstein 1999) . As a result, agents with only a small set of simple rules can lead to interesting and complex behaviors at the system level (Schelling 1971; Gilbert and Troitzsch 2005) . The state of the art in analyzing agent-based models consists of 1) using charts, graphs, and other visual aids to convey information about agents or the model or 2) making batch runs to collect data for further analysis by other means. However, even for simple models, it is challenging to understand and track the internal state of agents and the impact of interactions with other agents. In cases where we claim emergence, it is difficult to provide a satisfactory explanation that starts at the agent level and culminates at the emergent behavior because most agent-based platforms do not offer a means for social interactions with individual agents during execution or for obtaining a meaningful story from those agents during or after execution in the form of history.
Storytelling and narratives are an effective medium for communicating simulation events, interactions, and results to non-experts by raising interest, comprehension, and engagement (Dahlstrom 2014) . Storytelling has used games as a medium for years (Manney 2008 ) and has been explored as a promising avenue to assist in model conceptualization and communication between team members during design and implementation (Padilla et al. 2017) . Agent history can be conveyed either 1) chronologically as news, 2) from the vantage point of a single actor, or 3) from a global point of view (Axelrod 1997) . Simulations can be rerun to experience alternative histories, compare histories, and view the effects of altering the model's parameters on the resulting history. This can assist in identifying patterns within the model or inequalities among the agents. Traces track the characteristics of agents or the model over time to determine if the logic is correct and the simulation produces believable values (Epstein and Axtell 1996; Balci 1998; Kemper and Diallo, Lynch, Rechowicz, and Zacharewicz Tepper 2005; Gore et al. 2017) . However, the large volumes of data created through trace validation is difficult to analyze and can be burdensome to interpret (Courdier et al. 2002; Xiang et al. 2005) . Conveying narrative results of simulation runs can be too lengthy to convey with appropriate detail since descriptions of one or more simulation runs' histories can require a significant amount of space (Axelrod 1997) .
In this paper, we propose a conceptual switch to distinguish between physical agents who are people in the real world and artificial agents who are entities in the simulation world. In this conceptual arrangement, the goal is to create meaningful interactions between these two worlds during runtime to generate mutual understanding or empathy. Agents in the real world empathize with agents in the simulation world by experiencing their stories and their environment whereas agents in the simulation world empathize with agents in the real world by understanding their intent and providing them with the information they need. To that end, we propose a Simulated Empathy Framework (SEF) where physical agents can have personal and social interactions with artificial agents. The SEF relies on storytelling and narratives to create empathy and increase understanding between the two agent types. The balance of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background information on the state of the art in analyzing agent-based models; Section 3 describes the proposed SEF, a simple implementation, and a discussion; and we conclude in Section 4.
BACKGROUND
Agent-based Modeling allows for the rules at the individual level to produce system level behaviors (Epstein 1999; Ferber 1999) ; however, agent based models do not generally have built-in approaches for collecting and tracing agents throughout runtime. Current approaches for searching for individual level emergent behaviors generally focus on graphically tracking some attributes of an agent (Courdier et al. 2002; Lynch et al. 2017) or analytically searching the behavior space of an agent to discover interesting or relevant behaviors Gore et al. 2017) . Both techniques utilize aspects of trace validation to collect information on agents and aggregate behaviors to provide insight into a modeling question. The results obtained largely focus on aggregate outcomes from the simulation's populations or the aggregated outcomes collected from multiple runs. Both approaches are powerful in providing partial explanations of aggregate behaviors through correlations, structural equation modeling, or statistical debugging. However, they lack the ability to provide satisfactory explanations of lifetime choices of agents. Several factors hinder our ability to comprehend and explain an agent-based model. The most prevalent factor results from a conflicting perception that known macro level behaviors being modeled may be well understood but the mechanisms that lead to these behaviors may not be known (Bonabeau 2002; Takadama et al. 2008) . Some expected behaviors and types of interactions among the agents within that system may also be known or are assumed to be understood. Muddling this understanding is that 1) modelers may have incorrect, incomplete, or contradictory knowledge about the system; 2) there is disagreement among stakeholders on how to address the problem or over which problem to solve (Lynch et al. 2014) ; 3) there are conflicting model characteristics that present verification and validation challenges (Lynch and Diallo 2015) ; 4) there are challenges resulting from simplifying the set of agent behaviors; 5) there are difficulties in examining the combinations and sequences of events leading to system level outcomes ; and 6) there are challenges due to model components changing over time (Sargent 1996) .
Visualization can provide clear insight on why simulations behaves in unexpected ways. Visualization enhances the experience of model execution by graphically representing parameter levels, distributions, network relationships, and interdependencies (Wenzel et al. 2003) . This is accomplished in part by placing the simulation in context by co-locating different types of data within the simulation to gather explanations (Sokolowski and Garcia 2016) . Animation provides the ability to observe how the system functions and helps to communicate results (Rohrer 2000) . Some of the more commonly used techniques for visual insight include scatter plots, histograms, box plots (Sargent 1996) , bar charts, icon-based displays, dense pixel displays (Keim 2002) , data maps, and time-series plots (Forrester 1961) . These techniques utilize datasets dependent upon size, type, or dimensionality (Keim 2002) for creating representations. Vernon-Bido et al. (2015) identify poor visualization choices and misrepresenting model components as potential visualization downfalls by adding additional levels of complexity to the model. Several efforts exist to provide interfaces for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting ABM data. Xiang et al. (2005) present a validation process for analyzing a natural organic matter model by using traces, graphs, charts, and model-to-model comparisons. Graphical charts test if the produced data curves match the expected normal distribution curve. This approach is suitable for inspecting population level statistics. Courdier et al. (2002) use the Geamas Virtual Laboratory (GVL) tool to collect traces of an ABM for analyzing animal wastes management. They collect sets of messages exchanged or historical accountings of one or more agents. Visualization tools filter information based on specific characteristics and identify successful agent negotiation interactions. The GVL tool becomes unwieldy over several dozen agents. Lynch et al. (2017) explore the use of heat maps and spatial plots to visually represent the aggregate behaviors or aggregate distributions of agents throughout their environment during runtime. This approach to convey agent data helps illuminate pockets of the population that are grouping at specific geographic locations within the environment dependent upon their internal characteristics. They provide an example that visually compares the spatial distribution of obese agents (based on each individual's weight) against the spatial distribution of fast food restaurants within the environment.
Statistical debugging has also been utilized for analyzing simulation data. Initial applications of predicated-level statistical debugging are explored within software engineering (Gore et al. 2011; Gore and Reynolds Jr 2012) and later applied to simulations Diallo et al. 2016 ). This method requires users to specify success and fail criteria within the execution and then collect input and output values generated during the simulation run. These values are then compared against the success/fail criteria in order to identify suspicious input or output values which are the parameters, behaviors, or agents commonly associated with failing cases (Gore et al. 2011; . Gore and Diallo (2013) apply statistical debugging at the individual level to identify unexpected behaviors within a model of obesity. Diallo et al. (2016) use statistical debugging at the model level to identify unexpected outcomes within an agent-based model of the Ballistic Missile Defense System. This approach uses input/output comparisons of numerous runs to identify input configurations that consistently lead to suspicious outcomes and allowed for an efficient examination of 1723 simulation runs. Diallo et al. (2016) present a V&V Calculator to examine trace data and provide statistical measures on characteristics that are likely contributors to model behaviors. Gore et al. (2017) extend this process to provide a structured approach for specifically examining traces of agent and/or model characteristics from agent-based models.
Beyond visual inspection, audial feedback provides feedback on individual level events. Rauterberg and Styger (1994) use sound feedback to increase communication, improve plant operator performance, and affect aspects of mood to increase positivity in plant operators. They observed that sound was adapt at providing feedback on simultaneous events, a finding that is directly applicable to providing information on agent populations during execution. Sound based feedback has been explored for its ability to assist in collaboration by providing a non-intrusive awareness of ongoing events and encouraging joint problem solving (Gaver 1991) . Gaver et al. (1991) found that sound was beneficial for separately examining discrete processes within a simulation or to cumulatively examine the simulation as a whole.
Narratives and storytelling are used for conceptualizing and sharing models. Padilla et al. (2017) examine the use of narrative and storyboarding for conceptualizing and designing simulations. Games, as a form of storytelling, are used to teach simulation concepts ranging from teaching Discrete Event Simulation in general to teaching the concepts of delay and feedback within System Dynamics (Sterman 1989) . However, to our knowledge, we are unaware of studies where artificial agents provide narratives or stories back to the physical agents from their own perspectives.
With an increasing variety of social media platforms and access to information posted directly by people about their daily lives, key events, and their likes and dislikes, there exists possibilities for connecting simulations directly into the "human" component of data. Padilla et al. (2014) and Kavak et al. (2018) explore the use of social media data in simulations as sources of input data, for validation and calibration, for recognizing mobility patterns of a population, and identifying communication patterns and agent relations. show that tweet information allows for approximating individual level measurements of wellbeing through people self-reporting on healthy eating and regular exercise in the same Diallo, Lynch, Rechowicz, and Zacharewicz way that could have been obtained through a survey. Padilla et al. (2018) use tweets to identify individuallevel tourist visit patterns and sentiment. These types of information sources can provide new routes towards developing population-based behaviors and rules within agent based models.
Approaches reviewed in this section rely on 1) observable execution at runtime, 2) large numbers of runs, and, 3) the ability to interpret visual and/or statistical analyses of data. The aims of these approaches are to identify key events, successes, and failures during execution and to illuminate the conditions contributing to these occurrences. None of these approaches aim to tell the overall story of the model or its agents over time to create a holistic understanding of the situation in the model.
SIMULATED EMPATHY FRAMEWORK
We propose a framework for connecting artificial agents to real world agents for the purpose of generating empathy. The primary function of this framework is to create a connection layer that connects the real world with the simulated world which can be achieved through digital senses (Rechowicz et al. 2018) . The model and physical agent exist in the real world; artificial agents exist in a state of an executing simulation within the simulated world, and the SEF seeks to bridge these worlds during runtime. The SEF connects observers with a simulation's execution by allowing the simulated agents to create narratives based on their experiences and provide those back to the observers. Figure 1 shows the SEF and highlights specific question areas, the questions we seek to address within those areas, and design challenges for maintaining consistency between physical and artificial agents. To facilitate physical-to-simulated communication, the SEF uses a model-user connection layer to connect the real world with the simulated world. Instead of exploring the physical space within the simulation (i.e. through code, visualizations, statistics, etc.), the SEF uses narrative communication to describe the current state of the simulation. Agents' personal experiences are conveyed within their narratives to create an empathetic path between the simulated agent and the real observer at the point in time (real and simulated) that the communication takes place. Three main components comprise the SEF: The SEF creates a number of unique challenges for maintaining temporal consistencies across worlds during communication. In this paper we focus on the communication and intelligence component. To begin, we present design considerations and specifications to facilitate physical to artificial agent communication.
Design Considerations
Creating a framework to allow physical agents to communicate with artificial agents during execution raises several considerations for aligning real world perceptions with simulation constraints. These considerations are examined with respect to aligning communication options with six dimensions of model characteristics as outlined in (Lynch and Diallo 2015) adapted from two taxonomies for classifying simulation tools in parallel and distributed systems (Sulistio et al. 2004 ). The dimensions are time representation; basis of value; behavior; expression; resolution; and execution. These categories place unique challenges on the ability to connect physical and artificial agents through narrative storytelling and communication.
• Time representation considers temporal alignment between the real time advancement of the physical agents and the simulated time advancement of the artificial agents. The model can potentially be paused and simulation time can advance at faster or slower rates than real time. Should communication only occur at static points in time when the simulation is paused to maintain a consistent simulation state during communication? If the model executes dynamically, should time advancement change to advance at real time during communication; should it pause until the communication is complete; should it continue running at its original speed? What happens if an agent dies in the simulation while it is part of a conversation? Can physical agents only communicate with currently living agents or should narratives be attainable from agents that have passed away during the simulation run? • Basis of value considers the difference between qualitative and quantitative style response from the agents. Different narratives can be provided by an agent simply by discussing age in terms of a numeric value, such as "I am 87 years old", versus a qualitative response, such as "I am old". Both styles of response are appropriate depending on the type of communication being offered by the physical agent. However, providing quantitative values in a response that does not warrant that level of specificity will be out of place and may be off-putting to the physical agent and vice-versa.
• Behavior considers whether deterministic (always generating the same output for a given input) or stochastic (generating potentially many outputs for a given input) simulation outputs are generated.
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However, an expanded perspective is required for agent-person communication. If communication occurs using a simulation that has already completed execution, then the simulation can now only be considered a deterministic run, even if the simulation is stochastic, because the agents can only communicate on what already happened during execution. New or different events cannot occur even if the physical agent has the ability to roll back the simulation time and communicate with agents in their past. To ensure that stochastic behaviors are maintained, multiple runs can be conducted and agent histories can be aggregated from multiple runs to narrate collections of possible futures.
• Expression deals with how artificial agents communicate their attribute values, events that they experience, and decisions that they make. Many of these considerations are dependent upon agents' attributes' data types. For instance, communicating an age value represented as a decimal can be handled differently than a blindness state represented as true or false.
• Resolution requires considering whether physical agents can communicate with artificial agents, groups of artificial agents or populations of artificial agents. How wide is the circle of inclusion for the artificial agent Self only? Spouse? Family? Friends? Co-workers? • Execution requires considering how communication channels to the agents interact with the execution of the simulation. Should agents' internal logic be updated to place them into explicit "communication" states when communicating with a real person? Without proper temporal alignment, this approach could lead to an agent lagging behind the other agents by years before the chat ends and the normal behavior of the agent resumes. Alternatively, not putting the agent into a paused state could result in the death of the agent prior to the end of the conversation.
To achieve an end state where agents are able to respond to real requests and generate informative narratives about their lives, we need to shift from the traditional visual and statistical approaches only for tracing and communicating agent behaviors to adding a narrative based approach for conveying agent histories, key events, and current states. The combination of all of these questions reveal that our framework needs to provide communication mediums, categories of communication styles, different aggregation levels of agents for communication, and considerations for past and present agent timelines.
Communicating Through the SEF
Three primary questions remain to be addressed. What forms of communications can take place? What communication mediums are available? What types of responses are the artificial agents able to provide? We classify communication styles under two broad categories: solicited, initiated by the physical agent; and unsolicited, initiated by the artificial agent. Solicited communications are assumed to be at least loosely structured in a question and answer format. These communications result in either the return of a quantitative or qualitative style response from the agent and can relate to agent attributes, locations, states, connections, or other personal information. Unsolicited communications are provided periodically by the artificial agent and can pertain to the its history or key life events. History communications are time-event pairs of information traced over time, such as employment geographic location. Life events are the high value events occurring to the artificial agent directly or with its network connections, such as a friend having a child. Table 1 provides the communication styles contained in our framework.
We categorize human-to-simulation communication mediums as either direct or indirect. Direct occurs face-to-face, through a connected console, or through the simulation's interface. Indirect includes social media platforms. Face-to-face involves the physical agent visually observing the artificial agent using a computer monitor, augmented reality, or virtual reality. A connected console allows for the selection of and communication with agents within the simulation using a device which is not running the simulation. The simulation interface facilitates communication occurs through the same device that executes the simulation. Social media platforms involve communicating directly to the intended target but through an intermediary textual interface, such as the physical or artificial agent's twitter handle. Direct communication mediums provide a more familiar computer-oriented interface for communicating with digital entities. This style of communication operates on more immediate feedback style responses that the indirect mediums. Ideally, if the physical agent can see the artificial agent and ask a question, then the physical agent expects a response on a similar timeframe to asking a physical person a question. Indirect mediums do not necessarily share the immediate feedback approach as questions posed through social media are not always seen immediately upon being sent. Benefits of using indirect communication mediums include the ability to initiate communication at any time as the artificial agent does not have to be available, removing the spatial constraint of the physical agent needing to remain near the simulation console in order to receive responses from the artificial agents, and the ability to pose questions from any mobile connected device. Figure 2 provides the division of communication mediums.
To enable communication along both of these mediums we implement three options: chat windows; message based connection; and Twitter (Twitter 2018) . Chat windows provide the means of communicating when accessing the simulation directly. The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) protocol (Postel 1980) provides communication access for face-to-face and connected consoles as these utilize external devices that connect to the simulation. We gain access to Twitter through its freely available developer API to provide the ability for artificial agents to receive and respond to messages sent by people from any location at any time.
Once the communication route is established, the artificial agent still needs to formulate responses. We categorize three narrative resolution levels: atomic; composite; and aggregate. Atomic responses contain information only pertaining to the selected artificial agent. Composite responses contain information about the artificial agent's connected networks or groups. Aggregate responses pertain to the entire artificial agent population or model level occurrences. The selection of response categories and communication mediums do not restrict the communication styles available. Figure 3 provides the narrative resolution levels. We provide an initial use case of our framework using a baseline model named Simla. There is a minimal set of rules governing this agent based model. Agents and workplaces are distributed randomly within an environment. Agents can belong to three types of social networks: family; employment (coworkers); and online (non-family, non-coworker). Family networks can span multiple generations and include spouses, (grand)children, and (grand)parents. Over time, agents are seeking jobs and marriage. Agent histories are recording significant events, which include marriage, change in employment status, births (self and people directly connected through one of the networks), and deaths of any connected agents.
For communicating stories, we conduct an experiment using only indirect communication through the Twitter social media platform using its API (Twitter 2018) . Artificial agents can communicate three categories of updates through Twitter: communication; sentiment; and network. For communication, artificial agents have the ability to provide updates on their status based on their significant life events that have occurred and post their updates to the twitter handle @VirginiaMASC. Artificial agents also have the ability to respond to tweets mentioning this handle. The culmination of tweets posted during a run provides the story of an agent's life. Sentiment options include the ability to like and retweet tweets. We have not implemented a specific framework for selecting how to like or retweet a tweet. For an exploration into how and why people retweet, see (Boyd et al. 2010) . Network options involve the ability for the artificial agent to expand or adjust its real-world communication network by following new physical agents or blocking and muting physical agents. While the network options specify for blocking, muting, and following physical agents, the reverse of these actions, unblocking, unmuting, and unfollowing, are also possible. We provide a comparative example of the narrative provided by an artificial agent from a sample run using a combination of visualizations, tweets, chat windows, and UDP communication. We use pie charts to convey the annual status of the population. Tweets provide the story of key events pertaining to the agent while the chat and UDP communication options provide direct communication between real people and artificial agents. Figure 5 provides the outcome from the sample run. With this dashboard, a physical agent can follow the artificial society and its individual agents. The physical agent can explore connections between aggregate level phenomena and agents' tweets. For instance, a large set of tweets about artificial agents losing jobs might be an indicator of an impending rise in intolerance at the societal level. A lack of rise in intolerance might lead the physical agent to seek out one of the recently unemployed agents to engage in conversation. Physical agents may then gain a better understanding of the life of an artificial agent which can lead them to formulate additional questions and further improve communication and empathy.
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Our current testing has focused solely on communicating with single artificial agents. Future work involves extending our implementation to communicate with artificial agents at different resolution levels. For instance, newscaster style artificial agents could be used for communicate key events within an area or pertaining to specific social networks. A method for associating artificial agents' tweets to their corresponding runs, with originating time steps, is needed to maintain traceability to the simulation. 
CONCLUSION
A number of model initialization considerations for tracing artificial agent progressions arise when creating a communication architecture. Should artificial agents report on events that occurred in their past prior to the start of the simulation run? For instance, artificial agents have the ability to communicate when their children were born throughout execution because information pertaining to that event is stored at the time that the birth occurs; however, should artificial agents that initialize with children start with a collection of stored events corresponding to their children, their own employment start dates, etc., where applicable? The SEF is only the beginning of a vast research area that aims at "breaking the wall" between artificial and physical worlds. The SEF presents challenges at the computational, social, cognitive, and philosophical levels. We have begun to apply it to art, archeology, humanities, policy, and decision support. The success of a SEF approach relies on transdisciplinary teams working together to advance our understanding on the human condition. The SEF calls for a different form of interaction between human and artificial agents. Advances in connected objects, extended reality, and digital senses can be leveraged natively to that end.
